THEY SAY Jules Roth was an elegant man. How attractive he was, with his pencil moustache and his handsome profile! Such a wonderful dresser! An impressive man! Yes, indeed: the ladies loved Jules. And he loved them back. What with the parties on his 104-foot yacht the Queen of Sheba in Newport Beach and his string of affairs and that infamous cocktail bar in his office... Jules Roth was just not what people expected from a funeral director.
"He was," says Tyler Cassity, in his soft, amused voice, "a real... Casanova." Cassity sits behind his desk- the same one Roth sat at every day during his 60 years presiding over the Hollywood Memorial Park Cemetery- and laughs quietly. Through the windows behind him, groundsmen can be seen working carefully around the manicured lawns; golf-carts dart up and down the rebuilt roads, in the shade of towering palms. When Tyler first took over the Cemetery five years ago, Roth's days of high living were over. Jules had bankrupted the place with his playboy lifestyle; the cemetery was a ruin. And when Tyler arrived, Roth's office was just as he had left it. "He left all of his things. He had no one... his wife had died, his mistress had died. There was no-one to come to retrieve his items or anything."
There were many strange discoveries. In the desk drawer, Tyler found a bunch of keys embossed with the bunny-eared Playboy logo - each granting admission to a different Playboy club in cities across America. There were boxes and boxes of love letters - stacked up in closets and cupboards. "From all different ladies... he had a lot going on." Among the files, there was the pornography. It turned up everywhere in random places, in drawers and boxes, - under innocuous headings like 'statements' and, often, 'personal' - old-fashioned stuff, French pin-up shots from the 50s and 60s. And next door to the office was Jules' cocktail bar. "That used to be the swingers' lounge. And that's where he would bring his ladies. Or ministers and priests after funeral services- invite them over and serve them cocktails and sit around and drink."
They say that Jules became senile towards the end. He finally died, aged 98, just a few days before Tyler arrived. But he would return one last time. One night in January 1998, they brought Jules Roth down here to be buried. There wasn't much of a ceremony. "They snuck him back in," says Tyler. "In the back of a pick-up truck."

OVER THE YEARS, the beautiful old burial ground at 6000 Santa Monica Boulevard in Los Angeles has been witness to many unusual events, and gone by many different names. It was first established in 1899 - when Hollywood was a dusty township of 500 people living among wheat fields and lemon groves - and given its formal title. The first person buried in the Hollywood Memorial Park Cemetery was a blacksmith's wife. In the '20s and '30s, when it became the final resting place for the glamorous elite newly created by cinema, it was renowned as 'The Queen Of Cemeteries'. Valentino was buried here; DeMille, Douglas Fairbanks and Tyrone Power. Later, Jules Roth would market it as The Cemetery of the Immortals. Now, it's simply called Hollywood Forever. Or, if you listen to the critics of Tyler Cassity and his new ideas, 'The Disneyland of Death'.
"That doesn't bother me," he says mildly. "If you're uncomfortable with death, you have to be humorous or snide. Whenever I pick up that need to mock death in some way, you know that it's somebody who's very uncomfortable."
Tyler, as befits a man constantly surrounded by it, is uncommonly comfortable with death. At 32, the President of Hollywood Forever is arrestingly young and startlingly handsome. He has a droll, doleful manner and, in a dark suit and tastefully muted purple tie, he looks the part. "Like," he says, still surprised at it himself, "an undertaker."
Tyler and his elder brother Brent, CEO of the Forever Corporation, are America's hottest cemeterians. Brent - Midwestern, conservative - and Tyler - urbane, gay - were the inspiration for groovy siblings-run-a-funeral-home drama Six Feet Under; Tyler continues as a consultant on the show. And they have spent the last ten years changing the way people in America approach the whole business of dying. They want to bring the 'deathcare industry' - as it is known by those who work in it - up to date. "If you look at the funeral home business," says Brent, "it hasn't changed a whole lot, except that it went from the horse and buggy to the car and the hearse." Forever's zippy, soundbite-happy PR man, Joe Sehee, puts it even more succinctly: "There hasn't been any big innovation in this industry since the coffin."
They feel that traditional funeral homes have never really catered for what people need, that they have been too hidebound and grim. That funeral directors deliberately frighten and alienate the bereaved, in the interests of turning a quick profit. That the dead could be remembered in a better way: "Isn't there something we could do," says Joe, "besides stare at a piece of granite in the grass?"
Which is why Brent and Tyler created 'Forever Life Stories' and 'Forever Tributes' - individually-commissioned multimedia packages about deceased loved ones. The Tribute- a montage of a few family snapshots accompanied by a favourite piece of music- comes as a complimentary part of the deal for anyone who has a funeral service at a Forever chapel. The Life Story is more extensive - a biographical film, including home video footage, interviews with friends, relatives and ideally - if they sign up for it while they're still alive (or "pre-need") - the deceased themselves. Copies of the films are given to family and, later, made available throughout the world, in perpetuity, through the Forever website. In an age when so many people seem to be prepared to do anything to be famous, the men from Forever have granted them one final opportunity to reach a mass audience.
"We've seen this product," says Tyler, "as a way of everyone having celebrity in their own right... being treated like a celebrity in their own way."
And, with its pedigree as the burial place of the stars, affording anyone the opportunity to lie among the immortals, Hollywood Forever is the centrepiece of the Forever concept. Between them, the brothers now own seven cemeteries across the United States. And, so far, almost 10,000 people - and many pets - have been immortalised the Forever way.
Out in the Hollywood Forever funeral chapel, Joe Sehee shows me exactly how the idea works. At a console in the corner, a cabinet the size of an ATM, he moves his fingers across a touch sensitive screen glowing with the Forever logo: the mathematical symbol for infinity. He taps at an alphabetical list, and selects his current favourite - the Tribute to 'Halstead, Bianca'. The guitarist in a local LA band called Betty Blowtorch, Bianca was killed last year, at 36, in a car accident. As Joe selects 'play', the opening bars of Guns'N'Roses Sweet Child O'Mine squeal out into the chapel. He hurriedly turns the volume down. Snapshots from Bianca's life melt over one another on the screen; from a tomboyish little girl photographed in vintage Kodachrome to wild-eyed Betty Blowtorch live shots. It's been made to look just like a segment of a TV documentary. Sehee compares what they do at Hollywood Forever to the celebrity life stories on Arts and Entertainment's Biography, the cable TV institution.
"It's a celebrity culture. It's a form of... legitimacy, in a way. That if you've had a life worth living, you'll be on A&E biography, you know? We're really in the business of managing peoples' memories. Allowing them to access them, produce them, edit them and make them something they have at their fingertips. It's not really about death. The tagline I want Tyler to use is, 'Memories Are Forever'."

THE RECEPTION of Hollywood Forever is decorated in tastefully neutral corporate tones, with an indoor pond occupied by listless Koi Carp. There are comfortable chairs and a glass-topped coffee table bearing large-format books - Gardens in France, Architecture for the Gods. And, as in so many other places around the funeral home, there is a discreetly-placed box of Kleenex tissues. Beyond the reception desk, in a small back office, is a giant whiteboard marked with the schedules of the week's funerals. The chart details names, times of services and locations of burial plots or mausoleum crypts. Nearby, on the hessian-covered partitions of her office cubicle, Chanelle O'Farrill has pinned two quotations. On one side, she has Palm 23: 'For the Workplace'. And on the other, she has some lines by Henry Miller: "The aim of life is to live," it reads, "and to live means to be aware, joyously, drunkenly, serenely, aware."
Chanelle is one of Hollywood Forever's four funeral arrangers: the first point of contact for bereaved families. She helps them to choose the kind of funeral service and casket they want, collects the body of the deceased from the place of death and contacts the relevant clergy.
Chanelle used to work at an LA radio station, planning promotions, organising concerts and events. "But it just wasn't very satisfying, for the amount of work I put into it." So, at 25, she quit. She was between jobs waitressing in a coffee-house when she visited the cemetery with her grandmother. "I came through the gates, and I was, like, Wow! It just opened up a whole new avenue of what kind of job I might be looking for."
Chanelle has been at Hollywood Forever for just over two years. Everyone who works here, she says, is a little bit different from the staff in other funeral homes. "We have the opportunity to be ourselves here. It's encouraged- it's not a real heavy, serious, 'We're talking about death now.' It's OK that we're naturally very warm with the families... we hugeach other at the end. I guess other places aren't really into that."
She plays guitar in a band, sings and writes her own music: "Melodic and sweet," she explains, "a little moody and dark." She likes The Smiths, and will admit to being a bit Goth. "I'm a dark little poet. But it has very little to do with what I'm actually doing here... My friends were like, Wow! You get to wear black every day - that's a big switch ."
She says working with dead bodies has never worried her. "It never freaked me out. I always say, I'm more afraid of living people than dead people. I'd rather be surrounded by people that can't hurt me." There are those who make the mistake of thinking that Chanelle embalms the bodies herself. But she loves it when she's asked what she does for a living.
"That's my favourite part!" She says. "Are you kidding? It's so great to throw out at parties!"

THURSDAY: 11.30. Reginald Fulmer/Abbey of the Psalms/corridor h-1-2/crypt 5187: the first service of the day. Mr Fulmer's widow Angelina is in a nursing home. His executor, a man named Bob who rented an apartment from him and came to be his friend, will be the only person at the funeral. Reginald and Angelina have two children, but they stopped talking to their parents years ago. Bob has no idea where they are. Chanelle explains that Bob - and the two of us - will probably be the only people at the funeral.
"So we'll make a little service for Mr Fulmer," she says sadly, "And get him in the ground."
Bob waits out in the lobby. He's come with his wife and his two sisters. A small man in his sixties, in glasses and a blue windcheater, he's brought a big framed photograph of Reginald and the contents of an envelope- "Some military things," he explains.
Over in the chapel, Chanelle sets up Reginald's photograph on a plinth next to the casket. The sepia picture- taken in some distant decade when men like Reginald would go, just once, to a neighbourhood studio to have a portrait made- is of a mild-looking man in wire-rimmed glasses, his hair badly combed. The casket is the cheapest available: from a distance, it's designed to look like solid grey marble, with steel handles. Close up, you can see that it's really felt-covered board. The handles are moulded from the kind of silvery plastic used to make toy swords for children. There is no priest.
Still in their anoraks, the three women take their seats in the front pew. Chanelle goes into the back room and brings out the enormous wooden cross used for Catholic services. There is a terrible silence.
I had been prepared to feel the emotional ripples of a funeral - the power of others' grief, the weeping relatives, bereft wives, inconsolable friends. But I had not expected this: to be helping double the numbers at the funeral of a man who died alone. It is utterly heartbreaking.
At the back of the chapel, as the women begin murmuring the rosary, Ilania Hofler joins Chanelle and I. In the absence of family or service, Ilania has brought a DVD of Reginald's Life Story to play. Ilania is a quiet, sensitive woman in her late forties. The manager of the Forever Care department, she looks after the filming of Tributes and Life Stories beforefuneral services, and helps families with grief counselling and support afterwards. She tells me Reginald and Angelina's story. Ilania went to interview Angelina at the old people's home for a Life Story. But the interview was so negative it was unusable. "When you get to my age," the old lady told Ilania, "you'll realise nothing matters." Ilania cried allthe way home. But things have been worse. She says she recently attended a burial attended by nobody but herself and the funeral director. "And that," she says, "is the saddest thing in the world."
"It's so hard being with sick people," Chanelle says a little later, "because you can't help them. With dead people, you know they're dead." "I could never be a doctor," says Ilania. "I could never be a nurse. Forget it."

TYLER CASSITY never wanted to go into the funeral business. He was going to be a novelist. He spent five years living in New York, first studying English Literature at Columbia University, then working for PEN – the Poets, Essayists, Editors and Novelists of America. But his years in late-'80s New York changed him: the period was the high-water mark of the AIDS epidemic. He remembers reading in a magazine that men in his demographic stood a 50 per cent chance of contacting the disease at that time. "It was this age group," he says, "that experienced what, in a normal cultural continuum, happens in your seventies, when you just sit there and watch people around you die."
Every time Tyler had a sore throat, he imagined it was terminal; gradually, he says, he developed something of a poetic obsession with death.
Tyler had been an odd child: his brother often tells a story about how he once caught a bumble bee, tethered it with thread, and then led it about like a dog on a lead ("You didn't say I chased you with it, though, did you?" Tyler teases, when Brent brings this up). And he would make clandestine recordings of the adults in the family home, leaving a tape recorder running in empty rooms - just to find out what kind of things they talked about when kids weren't around. Years later, when he came across a fragment of one of these recordings - of his dead grandmother chatting to his mother - it gave him the idea for what would become the Life Stories. As teenagers, he and Brent spent their summers hawking their business idea around their home town in Missouri. But nobody in St Louis was very sold on the idea of making video-taped biographies that could be watched by your loved ones after your death.
The brothers both kept trying to do other things- Tyler writing, Brent studying law- but the idea kept pulling them back. "Tyler and I never planned on working together," says Brent. "it just happened." By 1996, the Cassitys owned ten funeral homes and three cemeteries in Missouri. At the beginning of 1998, they were in Los Angeles, negotiating a deal to franchise the Life Stories idea with Rose Hill Cemetery in Glendale - the largest cemetery in the world. With a couple of hours to kill before going back to the airport, they thought they could look around the Hollywood Memorial Park. Their father had seen a story about it on Entertainment Tonight: it was bankrupt and up for auction.
Brent was horrified by the place. It was a hangout for drug-dealers: overgrown with unmown grass and weeds; broken, tumbled tombstones; the mausoleum roofs cracked and leaking from years of unrepaired earthquake damage; crypts covered with creeping yellow mould.
Tyler just walked off into the wilderness.
"It was a hundred years old, but it looked a thousand. And I found that kind of romantic. I had this strange sense that I saw something no-one else could. That I was the only person that saw any hope. I felt," he says, "the gates close behind me."

IN THE CHAPEL, a title page fades up slowly on a TV screen: Hollywood Forever... Presents... A Tribute to Reginald and Angelina Fulmer. Glenn Miller's 'In The Mood' plays on the soundtrack. Unlike most other Tributes, this one features just one interviewee. In the absence of anyone else to provide the story, it's down to Bob. He appears on the screen, gathering together the fragments of his knowledge about his landlord and his wife: Reggie was a uranium miner in Moab, Utah; Angelina, he thinks, worked in the office there. "She has a son, Billy... he doesn't come around much any more... Reggie - he was a big fan of buying things from Publishers' Clearing House - I had to pay a year's worth of bills to those guys to get them to stop sending things... Angelina - I don't think she had any hobbies... she liked to wear sunglasses all the time."
When the five-minute film finishes, Bob is in tears. Chanelle and Ilania come out from the back room. "Great job, Bob," they say. "That was nice," whispers his sister.
Outside the chapel, the hearse - or "coach"- awaits. There is a choice of hearse at Hollywood Forever- a huge, stately black Rolls Royce, imported specially from Britain back in the 60s, or a modern Cadillac. But the Rolls is designed for the British corpse, in its traditional 'toe pincher' coffin. American caskets- and Americans- are bigger all round. They're a bit tricky to navigate into the back into the back of the Roller. "So unless somebody requests it," says Chanelle, "we stick with the Caddy."
Reginald is loaded into the back by four burly men in Forever uniform. Chanelle takes the wheel. I get the passenger seat for the short five-mile-an-hour drive to the Abbey of the Palms mausoleum.
"I love driving this thing," says Chanelle. "It's a beautiful ride, the seats are cushy..." I look mildly sceptical.
"It's better than my Toyota Corolla, is what I'm saying."
In the mausoleum lift, we all crowd around the casket to ride up to the second floor. The doors close, the lift rises a few feet, and then stops. Rather awkwardly, we are stuck between floors.
Ilania glances down at the casket; "Reggie, what are you doing?"
Bob's wife looks up at me, her gaze heavy with significance. "He don't," she says, "wanna go."

THE HOLLYWOOD Memorial Park Cemetery is a rare thing in Los Angeles: it is more than a hundred years old. In a city where everything is temporary, and buildings are constantly torn down to make way for something new, it is a unique repository of history. "Los Angeles," says Tyler, "is rarely about the past. The reality and past of Hollywood is on film. It's not real."
The cemetery is also a unique open space - a landscaped park laid out at the same time as America's other great metropolitan green lungs, like Central Park in New York - in a city which long ago became choked by urban sprawl.
With its front gates neatly framing an uninterrupted view of the 'Hollywood' sign up in the hills, and overlooked behind by the famous water-tower of the neighbouring Paramount Studios lot, the cemetery has always attracted visitors and tourists. And part of Tyler's rehabilitation programme has been to introduce new events, to encourage people to spend more time in the cemetery - for fun. He began by screening movies every year, to commemorate the death of Valentino, projecting them on the side of the mausoleum where his body is interred. Now, each summer, there are regular late-night film screenings; it has become the first cemetery in America to hold an annual Mexican Day of The Dead festival; and, last Halloween, they opened the grounds for an invitation-only party attended by young Hollywood gliteratti. "To me," Tyler says, "that's a sign that the place is moving in the right direction."
Tyler would like to see a restoration of continuity in his cemetery - for the stars of silent era Hollywood to be joined, eventually, by the new generation. For a long time, after the end of the golden age of the studio system, as it went to ruin under the hand of Jules Roth, the Hollywood Cemetery stopped attracting famous name burials. But now, once again, it's becoming the cool place to spend eternity.
"It's been building somewhat. There's a few major sitcom stars that have pre-needed in the last couple of months. But it would be... not for me to tell you their names."
Later, Cynthia Martinez gives me a tour of the grounds. Cynthia is a cemetarian. European graveyards only sell plots for limited periods of 30 or 40 years at a time. But cemeteries in America sell theirs like real estate - to be yours forever. The cemeterians are the estate agents who will help you find just the right burial spot - either for yourself or your relatives. This morning, she has just come from helping a woman bury her baby son. She is wearing a sombre black trouser suit, but trimmed at the cuffs and collar with deep purple fur.
Cynthia has an arid sense of humour. She used to work in finance: calling in loans and repossessions. It was a heartless world, she says: "'She has no morals, no ethics - we're lucky to get her.' That kind of thing."
Is that why you left?
"No."
I laugh.
"I said that a little too quickly, huh?"
Cynthia is part Native American. She thinks that why she's always felt comfortable in cemeteries. "There's always a different wind around a cemetery- a feeling of ancestry. Being connected with the past."
A golf cart carries us across the cemetery, out towards section eight, where many of the celebrity plots are. In the centre of the lake, on its own island, is the giant marble mausoleum built for William A Clark Junior, an impossibly wealthy LA philanthropist, founder of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. The building cost $500,000 in 1920. Today, it would cost $20m.
Near the lake, under a new patch of turf beneath a pine tree- is a headstone for Douglas Colvin aka Dee Dee Ramone, of The Ramones who died last year. Whenever the legendary punk band play in LA, Cynthia says, they come to visit Dee Dee. Here is a marker for Jayne Mansfield - although she's buried elsewhere, somewhere in Pennsylvania. There is the marble monument, stacked with carved volumes of Shakespeare, to Tyrone Power. And over there, in a nice spot facing the lake, is an impressive crescent-shaped black marble bench. There are no markings on it at all. It belongs to a still-living film director, Cynthia says. "He bought it ahead of time, because he plans to be very famous before his death. He thought he'd buy it now while there's still a good spot."
Cynthia is keen to make Hollywood Forever as inclusive as possible. Just this week, she's been talking to some friends who are witches, and looking into the possibility of having pagan burial ceremonies here. No other cemetery in LA will handle them. But she also has two weddings scheduled to take place later in the year; and a friend of hers is having her daughter's sixth birthday party here. "We celebrate life," she says, "and what better way to celebrate life than to have a child's birthday party?"
And, in case I doubt what a perfect day out this will make, Cynthia has another example to help make her point: "There's an Armenian family that comes out to section eight and has a big picnic every weekend. Sometimes," she says brightly, "they barbecue."




2.00pm THURSDAY. Svyatoslav Uvarov Section 2/Lot 6789/Grave No. 7/Single: the nave of the chapel is crowded with floral wreaths mounted on easels, banded with broad black ribbons dedicated in Cyrillic script. Beside the open casket is a giant, framed photograph of a fat, balding man in a blue floral-print Hawaiian shirt. Natalie, Hollywood Forever's Russian-speaking funeral arranger, waits quietly for everyone to arrive.
She tells me that no friends or family are expected at this service. But by the time the Russian orthodox minister begins his liturgy, the chapel is packed with stocky men in dark leisurewear. The women wear outsize sunglasses embossed with the logos of Italian fashion houses. Svyatoslav was a taxi-driver, and it seems that everyone from the cab company has shown up. Afterwards, the crowd moves slowly behind the hearse, out towards the freshly-dug grave in section two, talking and smoking. "Russians," tuts Natalie, "all smoke too much." Natalie came to LA from Moscow a few years ago to help launch a Russian-themed perfume in America. She was going to be one of the girls who handed out samples in malls. But the perfume launch never came. So her Uncle Vladimir - the Russian-speaking cemeterian at Hollywood Forever, found her a job.
West Hollywood has an enormous community of Russians and Armenians, and they're big spenders. Last year, one Armenian man spent $100,000 on multiple plots to create a space large enough to accommodate his giant, 20ft-square $45,000 marble monument. Vladimir came out way ahead in the 2002 Forever sales ranking: he brought in funeral business worth $1.3 million.
The Russian Mafia, naturally, spend most heavily. When they come for a funeral, they're easy enough to spot: "Leather jackets and sunglasses, from young to old," says Natalie. Recently, she had to deal with arrangements for two Russian Mafia godfathers in their 60s, whose mother had died. She was 88. "They both cried like babies," she says. The kingpins of organised crime are usually better customers than law-abiding citizens. "They are more easy to deal with," she says, "because they just want everything the best. They don't care about money."

DURING THE WEEK I spend at Hollywood Forever, at some point I ask everyone the same question: When was the first time you saw a dead body? It is something that everyone I meet remembers very clearly. When I ask Tyler Cassity this, he hesitates.
"In what sense?" he says. "There were dead bodies in my childhood at funerals and there are dead bodies in prep rooms - which are different."
How are they different?
"One is the truth, and the other is artifice."
The first time Tyler ever saw the truth of a corpse was ten years ago, at the mortuary - or prep room - in St Louis, shortly after he had decided to join Brent in the business.
"It was an elderly gentleman. It was kind of barbaric the first time. I had the perspective that what we do to bodies here is barbaric. We use the these long rods called trocars, stick them in the bodies, suck everything out of them and pump fluids back in..." He trails off. "And yet at the same time I - I left that room hungry. Very much wanting to be alive. Hungry for life."
Since then, there have been two cases that have stuck in his mind. The first was just last year. Russian gangsters in LA kidnapped two men for ransom. But when the money was delivered, they weren't released. They were killed; their bodies weighted with rocks and dumped in a lake somewhere out in the desert on the way to Vegas. They had been in the water for almost a year by the time the police found them.
"When a body's been under the water and it's taken out there's no - no real comparable smell. That was the first time when a smell had gotten inside of me and I couldn't get it out."
One of the dead men had a brother, filled with rage and vengeance by the deaths. "And part of his vengeance was to see his brother- who was no longer his brother. This... form that was barely human, bloated, decayed. And yet... he had this tattoo on his arm. I had to meet with him, try and talk him out of it, explain that this was something that would never leave him. And then taking him out there - and him touching that tattoo, which was the only recognisable part of his brother that he knew... " It was a scene that Tyler dreamed about for days afterwards. "And I would wake up and I'd still have the odour, and I couldn't get rid of it."
The other case was only a few weeks ago: a little boy. He had been examined by the coroner. Tyler helped the embalmer, Yoshika Lewis-Brown, work on the body.
"Coroners' cases - the bodies basically arrive in pieces. Opened up, sewn up like a baseball. And the process- those hours I spent with her, watching her take this small child, that was not anything that looked human - it looked like a doll that had been ripped into pieces... By the end of that process I respected her more than I ever had. For this family who had this boy for less than a year, we remade him into a living form. At least a memory of a living form - that would somehow help them heal."
Tyler talks a little more about this experience - about the prep room - and then he stops. There is a short silence.
"I wouldn't want it done to me though," he says. "I want them to remember me some other way. All those things I see done in that room... I don't want any of them done to me."




THE PREP ROOM at Hollywood Forever is not marked on the visitors' map. In fact, it's deliberately hidden - right out behind the new mausoleum, in a small cluster of shabby, utilitarian buildings.
Tyler has told me that Yoshika is one of the happiest people he has ever met. She comes to the door in green scrubs and latex gloves, a large makeup brush in her hand. She welcomes me in, past the giant walk-in refrigerator, and, as she talks, goes back to work applying Dermablend cr�me to the face of a 23-year-old car accident victim.
After a while, I admit I've never seen a dead body before. "Oh! I didn't know," she says lightly. "You should have told me. I would have sort of... filled you in a little bit before you came in the door. Are you OK? Or is it too much?"
No. It's... kind of weird.
"Weird?" she asks distractedly, "It is weird?"
She's having trouble covering some abrasions on her subject's face: she applied makeup yesterday for an open casket viewing, and they've started showing through again, a strange blue-black.
Yoshika has been an embalmer for seven years. At 29, she is a big, jovial woman who laughs loudly and often - the sound cannoning off the walls of the chilly, brightly-lit little white room in which she works every day, alone. She prepares the corpses in here- washes them down and disinfects them. And then she uses her Duotonic injector embalming machine - to pump all the blood out of the body, through the veins, and, using the arteries, replacing it with embalming fluid. She uses a trocar to empty the contents of the stomach. And, if there are physical injuries, she must repair them- with stitches, with glue, with plaster, with clamps... whatever is necessary.
This is one of the parts of the job she enjoys the most. "If they're in a really bad car accident- I have done some where the eye is down here and it should be up here - then that's the creative, artistic part. It's a puzzle - it's fascinating and challenging because you're putting this puzzle together."
At the back of the room, lying on a steel draining table, is the body of an old woman - the sheet covering her pulled back from her face and across her shoulder. She has not yet been prepared for viewing. The head and torso are held up at awkward angles on large, rubber wedges. Just over the right collarbone is a suture, which has been closed by a thick line of heavy stitching, two inches long. Her hair, thin and white at the scalp, tinged ginger at the ends, falls back to the table in damp fronds. With her blood already replaced by a solution of formaldehyde and water, the skin is a translucent grey. Her feet poke out from under the end of the sheet. Thick, black hairs stand out starkly against the bloodless flesh on her toes. So obviously devoid of the spirit which once animated it, the body seems no more human than a large piece of furniture.
Yoshika decided she wanted to be an embalmer when she was only 14, when her father died. The local mortician took her into the prep room to see him on the slab. After that, she was so eager to know more, she began going to funerals all the time - funerals of people she didn't know. At 18, she went on an embalming course, followed by an apprenticeship at Forest Lawn - LA's most famous funeral home.
Yoshika loves her job. "It's artistic! It's adventurous! It's... the unknown with a twist!" she says, and then laughs uproariously. But often she won't tell people what she does for a living: when she does, sometimes they physically recoil. And she says that as soon as she began her apprenticeship, her whole outlook on life changed. Like everyone else who works at Hollywood Forever, she knows that only half the people who come across her table have died of old age. And only half are over 40. What she's learned is simple and succinct: "You never know," she says. "Live. Live and be happy: as happy as you can be. Play the hand that you're dealt the best way that you can, and move on."


WHEN HE FIRST came to the Hollywood Memorial Park, Tyler Cassity believed Jules Roth had been an evil man. He had looted $9m from the cemetery's endowment, buried bodies over the drains, making the place flood when it rained, sold the parkland around the front gates for strip-mall development... But as time has gone on, he's spent more time in Jules' world - behind his desk - and his attitude has changed. Now, he sees the story of the cemetery and the arc of a man's life entwined. Jules died at 98, when the cemetery was 99. It enjoyed one its most prosperous times in the '50s, when Jules was living the high life and the big mausoleum was going up. And slid into bankruptcy in the '90s, when Jules began to lose his faculties, and people started to manipulate him. Tyler feels the same thing is happening to him: he is becoming one with the cemetery.
"I see myself in it. There's some narcissistic disorder that he probably had too. If it looks bad- if there's garbage on it, it's a personal thing, It's health either makes me sleep soundly or keeps me up at night. There's an intimate connection with it. And so he became less a villain and more a man who I empathise with. Would I follow the same arc? Will I live that long? At each stage of my life, will it reflect me?"

When he started in the job, he says, he used to feel for every grieving family, and cry at every service. It made him exhausted. So, like all those other undertakers before him, he had to find a balance. "We become a little numb," he says, "to survive." He even finds that, despite himself, he has begun adopting the classic pose of the mortician: eyes cast down, hands folded at his waist. "Sometimes, I'll walk in front of a mirror and jump," he says, "at what I've become."

He still plans to write a book. When he returned to his office in the New Year, he found faxes from two different New York agents interested in him. But they want non-fiction: a book about death. "Because death is hot right now." That isn't what Tyler Cassity has in mind.

"I think I can write a novel that has a lot of death in it. In the end," he says, "death is nothing. It's everything before and after that's interesting."
ENDS

